
Round Moresby Trophy Race 
Contributions by April Faget, Martin Herbert, Drew Stotesbury, and Douglas 

Woolcock 
 
Tony emailed me earlier in the week recommending we run the Round Moresby Race. 
(The ability to match a race with expected conditions again illustrates the wisdom of the 
Race Committee in trying out a new calendar format in 2022.) 
 
The FCR (Paul) watched the conditions through the rest of the week and by Friday had 
agreed with Tony’s earlier recommendation. And did they ever get it right! A twenty-
three mile race that had four of the eight boats finishing within minutes of one another.  
 
Congratulations to Martin on winning a challenging race, by himself, on his Flying 
Fifteen. An impressive feat of sailing and endurance. And maybe a touch of luck as 
Martin was to write later,	‘Got becalmed off the end of Portland Island and drifted on the 
tide back into the Fulford Hole, yikes, waited there for almost forever and watched the 
hole fleet disappear around Beaver Point. Then got really lucky and ran the front of a 
gust almost all the way to the finish line. Got to spinnaker both ways. Pays to be well 
behind sometimes’ 

 
	
But some had a few challenges along the way, from Douglas, ‘What a great day out! I 
don't recommend wrapping the main sheet around the tiller at any time, but can now 
confirm that doing it with a kite up is worse! The midpack fleet stayed close together 
until the wind petered out on the south side of Moresby, but seeing Paul and John stuck 
fighting the tide was invigorating. Sorcery did some magic and pulled through first, and 



hugging the ssi shore disappeared. I showed everyone how to get to ganges harbour, 
and the fleet thanked me by sailing past, single file on the north side. Great finish after a 
great day 
 
And here we have evidence of Paul and April bending the rules. They must have their 
engine still running after the start: 
 
https://1drv.ms/v/s!AsWmF5N2tuqsgoVh0XOtk6Fpftz89A 
 
But once getting serious, here they are hunting dinosaurs: 
 
 

 
 
 
Here is a cool video of the fleet leaving the harbour: 
 
https://1drv.ms/v/s!AsWmF5N2tuqsgoVePn8nEKv_E5gxog					and			
https://1drv.ms/v/s!AsWmF5N2tuqsgoVg8WSWCrs0b4xhtw	
	
and	returning:	
	
https://1drv.ms/v/s!AsWmF5N2tuqsgoVf5KJH5Rgtdqi32w	
	
(Thanks	Drew)	



	
	
	
	
	
The race was evidently near perfect. There was even time for chips, beer, and a chat! 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
And finally, here is our conquering hero.  
 
Caption this.  
 
Mine is, ‘where is the nearest bathroom!?’ 
 

 


